US Hispanics, currently the largest minority group in the country, face disparities in the recognition and treatment of major depression. This article provides an evidence-based review of the prevalence, presentation, and management of major depression in primary care in this heterogeneous ethnic group. Under-recognition of depression in adult Hispanic Americans may be related to language differences, health literacy barriers, somatic presentations, and use of cultural idioms of distress. Hispanic patients are often agreeable to treatment but as a group may tend to prefer psychotherapy or combined counseling and medication to pharmacotherapy alone. Recent studies have found both psychological and pharmacologic treatment options are efficacious in this minority group. Treatment adherence should be actively monitored to help ensure its effectiveness. To help reduce the number of depressed Hispanic patients who pass through primary care undetected or inadequately treated, family physicians should make a concerted effort to increase their awareness of the presentation of major depression in this population and actively promote adherence to effective treatments. (J Am Board Fam Pract 2005;18:282–96.)

US Hispanics, now the single largest minority group in the country,1 face significant disparities in health and health care.2 In the treatment of mental disorders, there is a growing awareness of inadequate care for major depression among US Hispanics.3,4 Family physicians and other primary care providers can play a critical role in addressing such racial and ethnic health disparities.5 Hispanics, or Latinos, are twice as likely to seek help for mental health problems from primary care providers as from mental health specialists.6 Their use of these specialists is significantly lower than that of majority whites, even after adjusting for differences in sociodemographic characteristics and rates of psychiatric disorder.7–9 In contrast, Hispanics use the general health sector for mental health problems at a rate that is similar to whites once differences in level of psychiatric need are taken into account.7,9,10 Previous studies11–13 indicate that major depression is a common and disabling disorder among Latino patients in primary care. A synthesis and review of findings is provided concerning the prevalence, diagnosis, and management of depression in adult US Hispanics.

US Hispanics are heterogeneous, and differences among subgroups are important to recognize in assessing mental health needs. Most Latinos have a common ancestry in people speaking the Spanish language or emigrating from Latin America. By origin, Mexican Americans form the largest subgroup (almost 6 in 10 Latinos) with Puerto Ricans as second largest (approximately 1 in 10) and Cuban Americans the third largest (approximately 1 in 30) in the United States.1 Recent immigration, family-oriented cultural values, and poverty are common and shared features among the various subgroups. However, there is a wide range of socioeconomic characteristics in the Hispanic community. Because of marked undercount of migrant Hispanics on the decennial census, con-
troversy remains as to the precise proportion of US Hispanics who are foreign-born. Estimates range from 40% to 60% of the Latino population. Once the high proportion of US-born Hispanics with at least one immigrant parent—estimated at 20%—is also taken into account, the salience for this community of recent immigration experience and traditional cultural values comes into focus. “Circular” migration patterns, characterized by frequent back-and-forth travel to Latin America, also maintain US Latinos’ awareness of their cultures of origin.

Prevalence
Major depression is the mental health problem most frequently diagnosed by primary care physicians. A number of national, community, and primary care studies have examined the rate and clinical risk factors of major depression in US Hispanics.

National and Community Studies
The research literature on the epidemiology of depressive symptoms and depressive disorders among Hispanics in the United States has grown significantly over the past 2 decades. Early community studies indicated that Hispanic populations have higher rates of depressive symptoms than majority white populations. The results of the Epidemiologic Catchment Area study (ECA) from the Los Angeles site (which oversampled Mexican Americans), and of the National Comorbidity Study (NCS) indicated, however, that overall rates of major depression and other psychiatric disorders were similar between US non-Hispanic and Hispanic populations. The recent replication study of the NCS found that Latinos were at a nonsignificantly increased risk of major depression in comparison with non-Latino whites. In contrast, the rate of major depression was significantly lower in the African American population than in either the Latino or white population. An important limitation of the NCS and NCS-R is that they were conducted only in English and so did not include less acculturated Latinos.

The risk of major depression seems to be greater for US-born Mexican Americans than for Mexican immigrants. An early epidemiologic study found that Mexican immigrants have a significantly lower rate of major depression than US-born Mexican Americans. In this study, which was conducted in Spanish and English, there was a nonsignificant trend toward increased risk of major depression in the more acculturated groups. Possible explanations include that Mexican American immigrants tend to experience a lower sense of deprivation than US-born Mexican Americans, immigrants retain a stronger family orientation or other cultural values than US-born persons that tend to protect them from depression, or that immigration tends to select for mental health. Some research, however, casts doubt on this selection hypothesis. In this study, which also included English- and Spanish-speaking Latinos, Mexican immigrants had approximately one half the rate of depression of US-born Mexican Americans. It is interesting that the rate of depression among Mexican immigrants resembled the rate in Mexico City, and the rate of depression of US-born Mexican Americans resembled the overall rate of depression in the United States. Recent community epidemiologic studies further indicate that the 12-month prevalence of mood disorders is significantly higher in the United States than in Mexico, Colombia, or Spain.

A relationship between nativity and risk of depression, best established among Mexican Americans, may also extend to other Hispanic groups and to psychiatric disorders in general. In a study of Cuban Americans, the lifetime rate of US-born Cuban Americans (5.1%) was significantly higher than for Cuban Americans born in Cuba. An analysis of the National Comorbidity Study also revealed that even after controlling for age, income, and education, US-born Hispanics had a significantly higher risk of psychiatric disorder than foreign-born Hispanics. A significant association was observed among separate analyses of Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans, and other Hispanics. A comparative study of Puerto Ricans living in poor residential areas in Puerto Rico and New York City revealed similar levels of clinically significant self-report depressive symptoms in each group. High levels of depressive symptoms were common among Puerto Ricans living in Puerto Rico (29.1%) and Puerto Ricans living in New York City (28.6%). This finding cautions against over-generalizing the hypothesis that acculturation increases the risk of depression and suggests a need to examine in greater detail cultural differences between and within Hispanic subgroups and eval-
uate cultural variation across self-report and structured research interviews of depression.

The Hispanic Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (Hispanic HANES), which was conducted between 1982 and 1984, was the first population-based health survey of US Hispanics of Mexican, Puerto Rican, and Cuban origin conducted in the 3 main geographical regions of the country with large Hispanic populations. The Hispanic HANES revealed that among respondents 20 to 74 years of age, the 1-year prevalence of major depression was significantly higher in Puerto Ricans (6.9%) than in Cuban Americans (2.5%) or Mexican Americans (2.8%). The underlying basis of these group differences remains poorly understood. Results from the recently completed National Latino and Asian American Survey, a community-based household study with nationally representative samples of US Latinos and Asian Americans, are eagerly awaited to help clarify the extent of intra-Hispanic variability in depression prevalence and in the moderating effect of acculturation.

Primary Care Studies
Over the past 2 decades, a number of studies have examined major depression and other mental health problems among Latino primary care patients. In an early study of depression among Latinos, researchers approached Hispanic patients at a general medicine clinic at San Francisco General Hospital. Most (72%) had emigrated from Central America, whereas fewer (16%) were immigrants from Mexico. Twenty-eight percent of patients were diagnosed with major depression. A second study assessed depression and anxiety with structured diagnostic interviews in a family health center in San Antonio, Texas, where approximately 3 of 4 patients were Mexican Americans. The rate of depression was more than 3 times greater in white women (32%) than in Mexican American women (10%). Among all women, 4 of 5 of whom were of Hispanic origin, depression was associated with multiple somatic symptoms of unknown medical cause. There were no significant differences between white, African American, or Mexican American men. Because respondents’ place of birth was not reported, it is unclear whether the lower rate of depression in Latino women in this study was associated with foreign birth or with other risk or selection factors. Hoppe et al also conducted similar diagnostic interviews in 5 family medicine clinics in Monterrey, Mexico. Age-adjusted rates of depression among Mexican American women in San Antonio (8.3%) were twice that of women living in Monterrey (3.8%). This is consistent with the hypothesis that acculturation is a risk factor for depression in Mexican Americans coming to primary care clinics.

Escobar et al determined rates of mental disorders assessed with a structured diagnostic interview and examined the effects of acculturation in a study of somatization among primary care patients at a university-based clinic in Anaheim, California. The sample consisted of 1456 patients. Almost 2 of 3 patients were of Hispanic ethnicity, either immigrants from Mexico or Central America or US-born Mexican Americans. There were lower rates of depression as well as better overall physical functioning in Hispanic immigrants than in US-born Latinos.

In another large primary care study at a university-affiliated clinic in New York City, patients were systematically recruited to participate in a mental health screening with a self-report instrument. Nearly three quarters of this sample consisted of patients who were US Hispanics; more than 90% of these were born in Latin America, largely in the Dominican Republic. Using the PRIME-MD Patient Health Questionnaire, the study found high current rates of depression among Latinos (22%) in relation to non-Hispanic whites (12%) and African Americans (10%). The difference between Latinos and whites was not statistically significant, which may be related to the small percentage of whites in the sample. The elevated rate of depression among immigrant Hispanics in this study, relative to whites and African Americans, brings up a similar caution as for nonprimary care studies against over-generalizing the possible pathogenic effect of acculturation. More research with diverse Latino subgroups comparing the results of self-report and diagnostic instruments is needed to clarify this issue.

Clinical Correlation: Assessment of Acculturation in Hispanic Immigrants and Their Offspring
The strength of recommendation in favor of assessing the acculturation level of Hispanic patients is C (inconsistent results of good-quality descriptive studies).
Establish the patient’s language preference for the interviews. Patients with limited English capacity may overstate their fluency because of its social desirability.

Inquire directly about place of birth, age of migration to US if foreign-born, and degree of back-and-forth travel.

Remember that contemporary theories of acculturation reject a “zero-sum” model, which mistakenly assumes that as people become more fluent in the new culture, they necessarily become disconnected from their culture of origin. Instead, multiple cultural attachments are possible, especially over time, and can impact illness interpretation and treatment negotiation.

Assess the degree of encapsulation in Latino enclaves, because this may retard exposure to new cultural experiences and ethnic groups despite longstanding US residence.

Assess the ethnic composition of the patient’s neighborhood, because immigrant Hispanics acculturate to a patchwork of local cultural contexts rather than to a homogenous Anglo society.

Find out about patients’ premigration experience to help contextualize their clinical expectations (eg, urban versus rural, occupational background, exposure to mass media, past use of biomedical versus folk health systems).

Investigate the circumstances of migration, such as the presence of relatives already here, political circumstances surrounding departure and reception in the United States, and relative relevance of push-pull factors.

Keep in mind that parts of the country (eg, the Southwest) were colonized by Latinos before the arrival of the US flag. For new migrants to these settings, acculturation involves adjusting to longstanding Mexican American cultures as well as other non-Latino groups.

Assess patients’ definitions of who may be considered part of the “family” and how involved they should be in health care issues. In general, culturally traditional Latinos have more inclusive notions of family composition than more acculturated Hispanics.

Evaluate the role of intergenerational and gender-related conflicts related to acculturation in precipitating depressive symptoms. These conflicts typically involve changing views across generations or between spouses about expected levels of family reciprocity and support, illness interpretations, and views regarding sexuality, spirituality, or gender roles. It is useful to ask patients about their children’s experience of acculturation to establish the salience of intergenerational conflicts.

Assess the impact of acculturation on diet. Partly because of inaccessibility of traditional ingredients and demanding schedules, many Latino immigrants abandon healthier traditional diets in favor of prepared foods with higher fat, salt, and sugar content.

Clinical Vignette: Depression in Primary Care

Esperanza, a 54-year-old woman who migrated from Mexico to the United States 20 years ago, presents to a family practice clinic with type 2 diabetes mellitus and hypertension. She also describes “suffering from nervios (nerves)” and fear of becoming “weak” (débil). Although she implies a contrast with her lifelong self-perception as “a strong person”—able to withstand stressors with little support, including crossing the border illegally and raising her children with limited finances—this complaint is initially taken to refer only to reduced physical strength and stamina. Not mentioned at first is her sadness and frustration at not having achieved the economic security she sought by migrating and about ongoing conflicts with her husband and one of her sons over their substance abuse. Her presenting complaint instead is about feeling sofocada (out of breath), which she describes as a mixture of shortness of breath, chest pressure, heat in the chest and face, and weakness/fatigue. She describes feeling tense and nervous (nerviosa) but initially does not report her irritability, which contradicts her wish to see herself as una persona tranquila (a tranquil/equanimous person). Her complaints are discussed mostly in somatic terms, with prominent palpitations, dizziness, and headache in addition to the initial symptom of being sofocada.

The somatic focus of the presenting complaints leads initially to a negative work-up centered on potential cardiac and respiratory conditions. Further evaluation reveals a strong depressive component, including anhedonia, low energy, difficulty taking care of her children and cooking for the family, decreased sleep, poor concentration, elevated appetite, and weight gain. However, attempts to address her major depressive disorder with anti-depressants and a psychiatric referral meet with
considerable resistance. She is concerned about using “strong” psychotropic medications, such as antidepressants, because of their perceived addictiveness and harmfulness: curan por un lado pero dañan por el otro (they cure on the one hand but cause harm on the other). Instead she prefers a sleeping pill, but the clinician is concerned about its limited efficacy and addictive potential when used as depression monotherapy. Esperanza is also opposed to a psychiatric referral because of its stigma: “I am not crazy (loca).” She also worries the psychiatrist will disapprove of her coping system, which includes Evangelical services and curandero (folk healer) treatment. She is more open to receiving counseling, but time and financial limitations are substantial barriers. Likewise, diet and exercise recommendations are initially not taken up because, as the household cook, she is reluctant to impose the new diet on the whole family. Her depressive symptoms and the lack of safety in her neighborhood make exercise difficult.

The family physician was much more successful when (s)he pursued a new approach that actively engaged the patient’s illness interpretations and expectations. Esperanza was more willing to implement antidepressant therapy and dietary modification after an intervention that:

1. focused the evaluation on her nervios illness, framed as an “alteration” of the nervous system because of her prolonged suffering, including her frustration over her migration experience and her family conflicts. Interpreting the depressive symptoms as signs of nervios placed the burden of causation on the overwhelming character of the precipitating stressors, rather than on an internal diathesis;
2. validated her view of somatic symptoms as the result of nervios, which also worsens the impact that the diabetes and hypertension have on her functioning;
3. reinterpreted antidepressants as nonaddictive “medications for the nervous system,” which can be supplemented with intermittent use of sleeping medication. In contrast to her view, the sleeping pill was presented as being more addictive than the antidepressant, and thus to be used only sporadically;
4. reframed the negative physical work-up as evidence that the nervios illness has not yet caused permanent damage to other organ systems. She remains a “strong” person, who is suffering from a physical condition because she has endured so many stressors;
5. expressed willingness to learn more about other forms of health knowledge, including spiritual healing systems that seem exclusive to biomedicine (and to each other) only when understood superficially and that may act as very useful supplements to the clinician’s approach;
6. organized a family level intervention with the help of a dietician and Esperanza’s adult daughters that stresses the value of specific aspects of traditional Mexican diet that may be both acceptable to the family and heart-healthy (eg, complex carbohydrates, fresh produce, meat as noncentral part of meal).

Diagnostic Evaluation
Major depression is diagnosed clinically by the presence of characteristic somatic symptoms in the setting of either depressed mood or diminished interest in pleasurable activities during a 2-week period. Because primary care providers face time constraints in making a full assessment, some choose to use brief screening instruments for depression in the primary care setting, such as the PRIME-MD, available in English and Spanish.34,35 In addition to being affected by institutional barriers relevant to all ethnic groups, like financial disincentives to specialty referral and stringent clinician productivity quotas, detecting major depression in low-income Latinos may be complicated by language differences, health literacy barriers, somatic presentations, and use of cultural idioms of distress. A major cause of misdiagnosis and inadequate treatment of depression in this population is the mismatch between the professional culture of the medical system and the folk culture of many US Latinos regarding what to expect of the presentation, evaluation, and treatment of depressive symptoms.

Language and Health Literacy Barriers
Nearly half of Latinos who speak primarily Spanish in their homes report problems speaking English.36 Several studies have found that limited English proficiency is a significant barrier to health care access and quality care. In a study of hypertension and diabetes, monolingual Latino patients whose
physicians spoke Spanish reported better well-being and functioning than those patients whose physicians were not fluent in Spanish. A national study of racial and ethnic disparities in access to health care found that Spanish-speaking Hispanics were significantly less likely than majority whites to make a physician or mental health visit. In contrast, the pattern of health care access for English-speaking Hispanics was not significantly different from that of non-Hispanic whites. In a West Coast survey of 7093 outpatients receiving medical care from a physician group association, Spanish-speaking Latinos reported significantly greater dissatisfaction with the communication skills of their medical providers than English-speaking Latinos and non-Hispanic whites.

Limited English proficiency among US Latinos may also indicate more fundamental differences in the interpretation and use of health-related information, possibly because of lower formal education and differing cultural understandings of illness. In studies in 2 large, urban public hospitals, 62% of Spanish-speaking versus 35% of English-speaking patients were found to lack the health literacy skills needed to function in the health care setting in a manner consonant with the expectations of evidence-based clinicians. Health literacy may be defined as the degree to which a person is able to obtain, process, and understand the basic health information needed to make appropriate health care decisions in a modern biomedical setting. Low health literacy can compromise treatment efforts by hindering patient-physician communication. In a study of 408 English- and Spanish-speaking patients with diabetes mellitus in a San Francisco primary care clinic, Spanish-speakers were significantly over-represented in the group with inadequate health literacy. Patients with inadequate health literacy on a standardized instrument were more likely than patients with adequate health literacy to have higher hemoglobin A1c levels and to develop retinopathy, after adjusting for sociodemographic characteristics, social support, and several clinical factors.

Securing staff to provide Spanish interpretation may be one of the greatest challenges in combating disparities in mental health care access. Many staff members in primary care offices are not trained to provide culturally competent services. In one study, family members were the most common means of overcoming language differences between patient and physician. Reliance on family members as interpreters may lead to serious problems in confidentiality in evaluating issues such as suicidal ideation and sexual symptoms. Physicians who use trained interpreters report higher quality of patient-physician communication than those who use other means. In one large HMO in the Northeast, Spanish-speaking patients who received a professional interpreter service during clinical care made more office visits, filled more prescriptions, and accepted more preventive services than those who did not have such a service.

**Clinical and Policy Considerations**

Growing legal and professional requirements about the evaluation and appropriate management of patients’ health literacy and language capacity are increasingly affecting all aspects of health care. According to the Department of Justice, it might constitute national-origin discrimination for a hospital to only make available English versions of forms or documents and be unable to help those “who don’t speak, write, or understand English well enough.” JCAHO also requires hospitals to establish a mechanism ensuring that information can be understood by patients. Recommendations to assess and manage low health literacy and how to access and work with interpreters include the following.

**Health Literacy**

The strength of recommendation in favor of assessing health literacy is B (consistent results of good-quality descriptive studies).

- Assess patients’ level of health literacy during the initial interview by eliciting years of schooling and possible difficulties filling out office forms. Patients with low health literacy may be reluctant to volunteer their limited understanding; asking patients who seem unclear about verbal instructions to paraphrase what was said is a nonstigmatizing way of overcoming this resistance. Certain scales may also help measure illness-specific health literacy, such as the Test of Functional Health Literacy in Adults, adapted for hypertension and diabetes.

- Evaluate reading capacity before giving written material. To facilitate comprehension, it is best to keep all written text at a 6th grade level or below. Diagrams and Spanish-language videos...
may be helpful adjuncts for patients with low health literacy or poor English proficiency. Some patients may use polite evasions to avoid embarrassment, such as claiming they forgot their glasses to cover up their inability to read.

- Demonstrate any procedure prescribed. Ask patients to perform the procedure in front of you.
- Have bilingual health materials available.
- If possible, have staff members assist with filling out forms.
- If the patient agrees, include family members in the discussion about treatments and procedures, so that they can assist the patient in carrying them out.

**Interpreter Services**

The strength of recommendation in favor of using trained interpreters is A (consistent results of good-quality patient-oriented studies).

- Avoid using family, friends, children, nonclinical staff, and persons from the waiting area.
- Use trained medical interpreters instead of untrained Spanish-speaking staff.

Trained interpreters:

- learn to translate word-for-word rather than by summarizing and paraphrasing, which can lead to misunderstanding
- are aware of intra-Latino vocabulary differences
- take account of patient education level in translating clinicians’ comments. Referred to as establishing the appropriate “register,” this ensures understandability of the translation
- do not insert own material or interpretations without informing others, but rather let both interlocutors know about suggestions for clarification if they detect an obvious misunderstanding

Resources for interpreter services:

- Local/state departments of health
- Many teaching hospitals
- National Council on Interpreting in Health Care (http://www.ncihc.org)
- Society of Medical Interpreters (http://www.sominet.org)
- American Translators Association (http://www.atanet.org)
- Austin Area Translators and Interpreters Association (http://www.aatia.org)
- Massachusetts Medical Interpreters Association (http://www.mmnia.org)
- California Health care Interpreters Association (http://www.chia.ws)
- Community and Court Interpreters of Ohio Valley (http://www.eccio.org)
- Nebraska Association for Translators and Interpreters (http://www.natihq.org)
- Telephone interpreter lines (search “telephone interpreter” on the web for various suggestions).
- Community volunteers may be willing to receive training in interpretation skills.

**Somatic Presentation**

The presentation of primarily somatic symptoms to describe mental health distress can pose a problem in the detection of depression in primary care. Somatic presentations of depression are frequent across different cultural and ethnic groups. This presentation may be particularly common among Hispanic subgroups, who have been found to present psychological distress in the form of physical symptoms. In one study, Mexican American women were found with a structured diagnostic interview to be more likely to report somatic symptoms of depression than white women. Another study found that Puerto Ricans had higher rates of somatization compared with Mexican Americans and non-Latinos. Data from the Hispanic HANES revealed that the constellation of depressive symptoms among Hispanics who are primarily Spanish-speaking tend to involve less differentiation of mood and somatic symptoms than their Hispanic counterparts who are primarily English-speaking. A somatic presentation style may be particularly common in general health settings, partly because of patients’ expectation that clinicians will focus on the physical components of illness.

Current diagnostic criteria for major depression incorporate both psychological and somatic symptoms. However, some patients who have major depression with somatic presentations may express little sadness or depressed mood, especially during initial assessments. In the general medical setting, some physicians may have difficulty detecting predominantly somatic presentations of depression, resulting in unnecessary diagnostic and laboratory
procedures. Evaluating somatic symptoms with an approach that considers biological, psychological, and social factors can help primary care physicians to detect cases of depression that have predominantly somatic presentations.60

Clinical Correlation: How to Assess Somatic Presentations in Latinos
Many Latino somatizers welcome a clinical interpretation that transcends mind-body dualism and links somatic symptoms, emotional reactions, and real-life stressors. The following are recommendations to assess Latino patients suffering from depression and unexplained medical symptoms. The strength of recommendation in favor of this assessment is C (expert opinion, case series).

- Inquire about the patient’s understanding of the somatic symptoms: are they simply more visible signs of acknowledged emotional distress; “the real problem” in the absence of any perceived psychiatric difficulties; the cause of secondary emotional problems; or a way of asking for help, an entry point for discussion of partially understood social or interpersonal conflicts?
- Clarify patients’ use of specific cultural idioms of distress to describe the somatization process (e.g., nervios [nerves], anger-related illnesses such as bilis [bile] or cólera [rage], conditions associated with the hot-cold theory of disease such as pasmo, or afflictions attributed to the abnormal circulation of air in the body, such as mal aire [bad air] or gases).61,62
- Some patients may emphasize somatic symptoms to negotiate a biomedical system that tends to separate somatic from emotional problems and attributes greater ontological value to the physical. These patients may actually be trying to “speak the language” of the biomedical practitioner, especially given the relative unavailability of psychosocial treatments, such as psychotherapy, to low-income patients.
- Recognize that somatic symptoms are real and not imagined.
- Explore physical symptoms in the context of stressors with open-ended questions such as: “What are the problems that you are facing now that create difficulty or distress?”
- Rule out alternative physical disorders in the medical differential diagnosis, but if depression or other psychiatric disorders are evident and physical symptoms are clearly medically unexplained, avoid unnecessary referrals or lengthy work-ups. Discussion of negative laboratory or imaging tests with the patient is usually helpful, particularly if presented as part of a preplanned evaluation to rule out nonpsychiatric causes. Not conducting any tests, however, may be taken as a sign of negligence or lack of caring.
- Discuss with the patient your understanding of their physical distress in relationship to their life situation and stressors. Many patients will find a biopsychosocial interpretation helpful and respectful, even if they disagree with the relative weighting the clinician ascribes to the different components.
- Recognize that some patients with somatization are unable to filter out their perception of irrelevant bodily stimuli and their awareness of bodily sensations may get reported as physical distress. This process, called somatosensory amplification, interferes with the patient’s ability to focus on the external environment because of a hyperawareness of internal sensations.
- Consider that a minority of somatization patients may also suffer from alexithymia. Alexithymia is an extreme inability to verbalize feelings or emotional states. These patients may displace emotions and express them purely or primarily with physical symptoms.

Depression-Related Cultural Idioms of Distress
In addition to the frequent experience of somatization, many depressed Hispanics present to primary care and specialty mental health complaining of other culturally patterned idioms of distress.62,63 These are linguistic and bodily styles of expressing and experiencing illness, and affliction more generally, that do not have a one-to-one relationship with diagnostic categories.64 Many low-income Hispanics, for example, describe a constellation of depressive, anxiety, somatic, and dissociative symptoms known as nervios (nerves) illness. With some gender, age, and Latino subgroup variation, reports
of nervios typically signal particular patient and family expectations about causation (eg, “alteration” of the anatomic nerves due to interpersonal suffering), symptoms (eg, trembling, fatigue, malaise, “brain-ache” (dolor de cerebro), perceptual distortions such as hearing noises or seeing shadows (known as celajes), treatment (eg, as-needed medications, “advice,” advocacy with government programs), and outcome (eg, fear of recurrence, longstanding vulnerability to minor stressors). Knowledge of these cultural idioms can facilitate rapport and psychoeducation, help justify and guide the diagnostic work-up and minimize the risk of misdiagnosis. For example, clinicians aware that some depressed Latinos may express acute fits of emotionality known as ataques de nervios (attacks of nerves) in response to interpersonal stressors can more easily prevent their misdiagnosis as syncopal, ictal, or panic episodes. Likewise, information about the tendency of Latino patients with depression and post-traumatic stress disorder to report nonpsychotic perceptual distortions can reduce the risk of inappropriate antipsychotic medication use in this population. Eliciting specifically cultural information from patients and their families is a useful part of the clinical evaluation.

Clinical Correlation: The Cultural Formulation Model

The Cultural Formulation (CF) is a systematic model for cultural assessment that can be performed as part of any clinical encounter. An outline of its components is presented below and described further in Appendix I of DSM-IV, the diagnostic manual of the American Psychiatric Association. The CF model is designed to supplement a standard clinical evaluation by highlighting the effect of culture on the patient’s identity, personality development, symptomatology, explanatory models of illness, help-seeking preferences, stressors and supports, therapeutic relationships, and outcome expectations. The strength of recommendation in favor of using the CF model is C (expert opinion, case series). The CF is composed of 5 sections:

Cultural Identity
Includes 5 subsections: (1) cultural reference group(s), (2) language, (3) cultural factors in development, (4) involvement with culture of origin, and (5) involvement with host culture. This section identifies the particular sociocultural influences on an individual patient, including demographic and socioeconomic subgroup characteristics, as well as the person’s own sense of ethnocultural identity. The last 2 subsections compare patients’ involvement with their culture of origin to their involvement with the host culture, an essential comparison for migrants and their offspring.

Cultural Explanations of the Illness
Includes 4 subsections: (1) predominant idioms of distress and local illness categories, (2) meaning and severity of symptoms in relation to cultural norms, (3) perceived causes and explanatory models, and (4) help-seeking experiences and plans. This section examines the cultural factors that affect the experience and interpretation of illness, as understood by the patient, the family, and the social network, including assessing the role of traditional nosologies (eg, idioms of distress, causes) and local evaluations of severity. This section also explores patients’ rationales for past help-seeking choices and current treatment expectations and concerns, including about utilization of general health and specialty services.

Cultural Levels Related to the Psychosocial Environment and Levels of Functioning
Includes 3 subsections: (1) social stressors, (2) social supports, and (3) levels of functioning and disability. This section documents the effect of culture on the stressors to which patients are exposed, their reactions, their social supports, and the contexts against which their functioning should be measured.

Cultural Elements of the Clinician-Patient Relationship:
This section self-reflexively examines the effect of the individual and professional characteristics of the clinician, including his/her ethnoracial attitudes, on the patient’s symptom presentations, illness attributions, health care utilization, and outcome. The impact of structural and organizational factors, such as of the fragmentation of physical and mental health services, are also assessed.

Overall Cultural Assessment
The final section of the CF model summarizes the information in the previous sections, focusing on its contribution to diagnosis, treatment, and illness outcome.
At present, the CF model is used mostly in psychiatric assessments, but work is under way to adapt it to general health settings. Family physicians and other medical clinicians may find the general approach and individual items of the Cultural Formulation useful when assessing cultural aspects of clinical presentations.

Treatment Considerations
After major depression is diagnosed, the next steps are determining an effective management strategy and ensuring adherence to treatment. For Latino patients, a number of factors need to be considered in determining treatment options.

Counseling and Psychotherapy
Counseling and psychotherapy are important treatment options in the care of mild to moderate depression. In one study of English- and Spanish-speaking primary care patients, non-Hispanic whites and Latinos did not differ in the percentage choosing treatment with medication or counseling over no treatment. A more recent study found that Latinos were more likely than whites to want counseling and were less likely than whites to want antidepressant medication. Research with low-income Hispanic primary care patients using conjoint analysis, a novel technique grounded in economic theory, revealed a preference for combination treatment (counseling plus medication) over either approach alone. Respondents also preferred individual to group treatment but did not show a significant preference for treatment setting (general health versus specialty mental health). Whether these stated preferences translate into actual behavioral choices remains unknown. It is also not known whether any particular form of psychotherapy (such as cognitive behavioral or psychodynamic therapy) is more suitable in Latinos than in other ethnic groups. Miranda et al. have shown that cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is effective in reducing symptoms for depressed low-income Latino patients in primary care, although adherence is often poor with longer-term psychotherapy treatment. Depressed adolescents in Puerto Rico showed a higher response rate with interpersonal psychotherapy than CBT, but these results are pending replication.

Medications
There is a growing awareness that psychotropic medications may have different efficacies and safety/tolerability implications across ethnic and racial groups. In one study of tricyclic antidepressants, Latinos were found to have more side effects than other groups. Interethnic differences in drug metabolism by the cytochrome enzyme system may potentially explain such variations in treatment responses, but genetic differences in enzyme activity also exist among persons within an ethnic group. Dietary and other environmental factors can modify antidepressant metabolism as well, and these factors in Latino immigrants may change significantly through acculturation. The evidence to date argues for lower ethnic-specific variability in efficacy and safety/tolerability for newer-generation antidepressants than for older tricyclic agents. However, large placebo-controlled ethnic-specific studies are needed to clarify this issue.

Relatively little remains known about the use and effectiveness of antidepressant therapy in US Hispanics. Some studies indicate that Latinos and whites are equally likely to receive antidepressant medication by primary care providers. However, several other studies reveal that primary care physicians as well as psychiatrists are less likely to detect or provide antidepressant treatment for depression in Hispanics than whites. In one primary care study, for example, a quality-of-care intervention that emphasized antidepressant medications improved the treatment of depression comparably for Hispanics and whites, with the result that the ethnic disparity in treatment at baseline persisted through the intervention despite an overall improvement in the quality of care. At present, the weight of evidence indicates ethnic-specific undertreatment of depression in Hispanics in primary care and specialty mental health settings.

One small open-label study of antidepressants (fluoxetine or paroxetine) in depressed women found that Hispanics and non-Hispanics had similar rates of improvement. A larger open trial of nefazodone for depression in Spanish-monolingual Hispanics found a response rate for nearly 2 of 3 patients, comparable with historical studies on this antidepressant in predominantly non-Hispanic samples. Pooled data from 7 randomized, placebo-controlled trials of duloxetine for major depression showed no significant differences in response.
across Hispanic, African American, and white cohorts. A second randomized controlled trial of antidepressants for depressed HIV-positive patients found that Hispanics were more likely than either African Americans or whites to respond to placebo. This confirms an early study by Escobar et al that also found higher placebo response among Colombians compared with US Anglos.

Clinical Correlation: How to Detect a Likely Placebo Response
Although the scientific basis for differentiating antidepressant from placebo responses remains understudied, the following may help clinicians distinguish between the 2:

- Placebo responses tend to be fleeting and inconsistent, whereas antidepressant responses are usually enduring.
- Antidepressants, as a rule, need to be taken for 1 to 3 weeks before the onset of symptomatic relief. A more immediate drug response (within the first week) usually indicates a placebo response.
- Symptomatic relief may result from a medication side effect and not from a placebo or a true antidepressant response. For example, during the first week of treatment, insomnia may be relieved by a drug’s sedative properties, in the absence of improvement in other symptoms such as depressed mood.
- Placebo response is more likely in depression of mild to moderate severity than in more severe episodes.
- Patients who present with a first episode of major depression are more likely to develop a placebo response than patients with a history of chronic depression.

Adherence to Treatment
Even after Hispanic patients overcome entry-related barriers and initiate depression treatment, one of the significant challenges in providing effective care for US Hispanics is to minimize premature treatment discontinuation. In relation to non-Latino whites, Hispanics may have higher rates of early treatment nonadherence for depression. In one study, low-income Latinos faced difficulty in making clinic visits because of family burdens, multiple jobs, and transportation problems. Other important factors that may contribute to poor adherence include cultural concerns around stigma of mental health services, fears of the effects of medications, and insurance problems. Hispanics have the lowest rate of public or private health insurance in the United States and are more than twice as likely to be uninsured as majority whites (28.7% versus 11.9%). Poorer physician-patient communication may also underlie higher antidepressant nonadherence among Latinos. In one study conducted in general medicine and family practice clinics, Hispanic patients were less likely than whites to receive antidepressant information by their physicians and to state information about their medications, resulting in lower short-term medication adherence by Hispanics compared with whites. The addition of case management to a cognitive behavioral therapy intervention has been shown to reduce dropout rates for all patients and to improved outcomes in Latinos whose primary language was Spanish. In general, successful adherence-enhancing interventions stress the importance of negotiating a consensus between patient and provider understanding of the illness, goals, and treatment expectations and actively monitoring medication adherence.

Clinical Correlation: ESFT
The ESFT model is designed to improve medication adherence through enhanced patient-clinician communication. ESFT takes into account 4 domains that influence patient satisfaction, adherence to recommended therapy, and health outcomes. It was initially developed for treating hypertension but can be applied to other illnesses. The strength of recommendation in favor of implementing ESFT is C (expert opinion). Four components should be explored with the patient:

- E the patient’s explanatory model of the illness
- S social and financial barriers to adherence
- F fears and concerns about the medication or its potential side effects
- T therapeutic contracting and playback

The following questions can help elicit and guide the discussion of each component:

- E What do you call your problem? What do you think caused it? Why do you think it started when it did? What does your sickness do to you? How does it work? How severe is it? Will it have a short or long course? What do you fear most about your sickness? What are the chief problems your sickness has caused for you? What kind of treatment do
you think you should receive? What are the most important results you hope to receive from the treatment?97

S What is your health insurance situation? Do you have access to a pharmacy? Will you be able to afford the treatment? Would you prefer that I give you a less expensive medication that is equally effective for your problem but has more side effects?

F What are your concerns about the treatment? Are you afraid of potential side effects? How will the new treatment interact with other medications you are taking? Are you concerned that the medication will interfere with your life? Are you afraid of becoming addicted to the medication or “needing it to function”? Are there important people in your life who think you should not follow this treatment? Are you concerned others will think less of you or stop trusting you if they find out you are taking this medication? Is there something in your religious or spiritual life that goes against this treatment?

T Do you agree with the treatment we have discussed? Will you be able to carry it out? Could you repeat to me what we agreed you would do so that I know that I explained myself clearly? Is there anything else I can do to clarify the instructions about the treatment?

Perspective
It is unreasonable to think that family physicians alone can overcome mental health disparities faced by Latinos. Attention clearly must be paid to broader economic, sociocultural, and institutional barriers to care. However, specialists in family medicine have opportunities to play a key role in the recognition and management of depression in US Hispanics, because this minority group is more likely to seek treatment in primary care than in other clinical settings. Some promising clinical strategies include increasing the availability of professionally trained Spanish interpreters, assessing for health literacy barriers to communication, maintaining clinical vigilance for somatic expressions of psychological distress, assessing for culturally specific ways of expressing and understanding depression, respecting culturally mediated treatment preferences, actively negotiating patients’ concerns and expectations regarding medication treatment, and providing case management services for patients at risk for nonadherence with antidepressant medications and counseling.
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